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CL'U:STERF DEPOSITION OF HIH TEMPERATJHE MATEhIAL

WILLIAM J. HERRON AN: JAMES F. GARVEY*
Acheson Hall, Dept. of Chemistry, State University of New York at Bu a>',
Burfalo, NY 1214

ABSTRACT

In this proceeding we will present our latest attempts to utilize a
Smaliey-Lype met=. cluster beam source, to generate novel thin films.
technique emplys entraining, within a high pressure molecular beam
expansion, the prnducts generated from laser ablation of a rotating target
rod. We will show how just such a cluster beam source can be use- to
generate a high temperature material within a m-lecular beam ano deposit it
intact on a relatively cool sutstrate. By tailoring the various expansi:.
conditions (ie., expansion pressure, laser rluence, type or carrier gas,
pulse delay, etc...) one can drastically erect the morphol-zy and chem1
nature or the surra-e generated. This tecnnJque has the promise trat it ma.
be able to fabricate a wide variety of thin films with obvious industria-
applications (su:erconducting thin films, diamond-liKe !arbn,. films,
patterned or multi-layered thin films, etc...)

INT RODIU C'I 1

Recently there has been much interest in the literature in the
generaticn of metal clusters via laser ablatinn. Laser ablation has a
distinct advantage, particularly in the case or refractory metal, since
evaporation occurs within a short laser pulse during which a high
temperature plasma is formed on the bulk target. A novel approach to these
experiments would involve a technique which would not only provide a
convenient source of the metal vapor but also allow the experimenter to
select the chemical state of the metal. To achieve this goal, we cross the
expanding plasma plume of ablated target bulk material with a beam of
rapidly expanding gas. This gas pulse serves two functions: the first is
that of simple transport in that the ablated material is seeded into the
molecular beam and carried through a nozzle into the vacuum chamber where
the substrate is situated. Secondly, and more importantly, the pulsedC
carrier gas is able to interact with the ablated material. This interaction
can be merely physical, in that the inert carrier gas provide many
collisions downstream of the ablation site, serving to cool the metallic
clusters generated. This turbulent mixing also provides for a very
homogeneous beam density which in turn creates a uniform thin film. Changes
in expansion conditions (laser fluence, expansion pressure, nozzle geometrv,
etc.) can affect the cluster siz, (ilstribution and in turn affect the
m orpn, iogy ox the thin film generated.

However, by the appropriate choice of carrier gas this interaction can
also be chemical, in that the carrier gas will react with the ablated
material. It is therefore possible to chemically modify the state or the
metal into a new form for subsequent deposition as a thin film. We can then
take advantage of the laser generated plasma as a highly reactive medium to
generate novel molecules within the beam and then deposit as thin films.



, ER 1 MENTA-'

All films were dep-sited with a Smalley-type source [1-L wrch has ha
wide use in the field of chemical physics for the study of neutr: l metal
clusters [4-6]. Our modified snurce consists -r an aluminum soure tilc,,:

mated t( a commercial mniecular beam valve (Newport BV-1O0) with a half

millimeter nozzle, and is depicted in figure 1. Tne path of the expanc~nr

gas pulse passes perpendicularly (left to right in tne figure) over the

surface of the target rod.
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Fig. I Cluster beam source and film deposition chamber.



The ablation laser beam is the focused output of a 2148 nm KrF exc-mer
laser (Lambda-Physik ENO 150), and is mutually perpendicular to b-t, the
molecular beam and the target rod. Tne short (20 ns) laser pulse is tigr, ty
focussed onto the rod via a series of lens, with typical laser r luen-es
ranging between 50 and 250 mn/pulse, operated at 6 hz repetition rate. :t

iS necessary for the target rod to be simultaneously rotated and translate,
such that each ablation event occurs at a new spot on the rod. For these
initial calibration experiments a I/4" copper rod was employed.

Coninciding with the laser vaporization, a gas pulse (1 ms in duration)
is directed above the rod, such that the material ablated off or the surface
of the target rod is entrained into the gas pulse and carried along througL
the expansion nozzle and into the vacuum chamber. This 'ablation region' is
attached to the vacuum chamber via an expansion region 12 mm in diameter and
15 mm long with the substrate located in the path of the gas pulse 3 cm
downstream. Typical backing pressures of the c¢rrier gas w re 40 psi W th
the deposition chamber pressure fluctuating between 5 x 10 to 5 x 10
torr.

Chemical composition, surface morphology, and film thicKness of the
deposited films were analyzed by ESCA, EDAX and SEX techniques. The films
examined by ESCA, were deposited on glass substrates sputtered with a thin
layer of gold and rolled stainless steel foil and were analyzed before anc
after deposition. The deposited films examined by SEX were sputterec wiln
thin layer e g-ld. These films ere separated into two groups, the first
-1 which were examined directly for surface morphology. The second group
were use: *,- Cetermi dne fi.M th.Kness -n that the glass substrates were
snapped in half and the film was examined by SEM on edge.

-ne ESSA spe.tra or the deposited 'ilms indicated a qualitative
difference between films deposited using different carrier gases. Films
deposited using He, h , Ar, or N as carrier gas, and a copper rod as
target, gave a characieristic pa~tern of metallic copper and visibly appear
as a mirror-like film. In contrast, films grown in the presence of 02
appear visibly rust-like and give a characteristic ESCA doublet pattern
indicative of CuO.

The surface morphology, as characterized by SEM, was strongly dependent
on the laser power used in the laser ablation. At higher laser powers (28
mj/pulse) the surface is not smooth, being characterized by many circular
'platlet-like' structures as shown in Fig. 2A. At lower powers (210
mj/pulse) these large features are essentially absent, and appears to be a
relatively smooth copper film as shown in Fig. 2B.

From the films that were analyzed on-edge, a deposition rate of .4
microns per hour for copper ablated in the presence of He or H 2 . The rates
for other gases (0 2, N2, Ar) are estimated to be approximately 5 times
slower.

DISCUSSIj;;

We observe that carrier gases such as He, h_, Ar, and N wh;, expandea
over a copper target rod efficiently lay down a hin layer o metallic
copper on a cool substrate. This is contrasted by the behavior for 02 which
generates a copper oxide film. This demonstrates that one may use such a
source to chemically generate a new molecule, and lay it down as a thin film
upon a suitable substrate. Since the high temperature chemistry (ie., oxide
formation) occurs within the laser pulse within the source, the substrate is
not subjected to the high temperature.



Fig. 2A Cu film run with H 2as c~arrier gas, 280 mn2/pulse.

Fig. 2B Cu film i rn with H 2as carirgs21 Jple

underlying sta~nless steel substrate. 0



The surface analysis was performed on the samples after the films ha!
been removed from the vacuum chamber and stored uner nmirgen 4'or, several
days. One attempt to quantify the affect of atmospheric conditions nr tr.e
metallic films involved the analysis of these films after varying amnunts rP4
storage times ranging from three days to three months. As a result, over

time a copper oxide layer did slowly build up on tne films aepcositet in

helium, argon and nitrogen.
As well as chemical differences in the deposited films, physical

differences in the morphology were seen as a function of laser power. At
higher laser fluxes, the deposited films were dominated by circular
'platlet-like' structures no ablated material. 'e feel that this is due tn
large, 'microscopic' clusters of copper that up,:,,. impacting the surface
spread out like droplets and freeze into this characteristic shape (Fig 2A).

Reducing the laser power by 250 grossly reduces the copper cluster size and,
as a result, these gross surface features disappear (Fig 2B).

The third qualitative difference is the higher deposition rates for
metallic films grown under He or H vs. other carrier gasses. One possible

explanation is that with He or H2 , a higher plasma temperature is achieved
resulting in greater ablation of the bulk target rod. Further evidence for

this has come from our new work in using this source to generate a high
temperature superconducting thin film. Using a commercial YBa Cu 0 rod as
our target, and He as the carrier gas, we observe (via EDAX) unifrrr thin
films wnich have the stoichiometry 1-2-1Of Y-Ba-Cu. This indicates that
at these high plasma- temperatures the Cu is preferentially being ablated
from the rod. Using O. or a He/O 2 mixture as the carrier gas we n -n~w
make films of the correct stoichiometry.

CONCLUSIONS

We have observed several parameters which play important roles in
depositing thin films with a Smalley-type source. The choice of the carrier
gas gives control over the chemistry and composition of the film. In the
presence cr 'inert' gases, this technique was used to ablate a target
material and deposit it on a cnnl substrate. In the presence of an

oxidative carrier gas, the target material was not only ablated and
deposited but it was also chemically modified. The phyzical surface
morphology is also strongly dependent on expansion conditions. Changes in
the laser fluence can lead to large changes in the appearance of the surface
with a decrease in surface irregularities observed with a lowering of laser

fluence. Lastly, the growth rate of the films was also strongly dependent
on the expansion conditions with the fastest growth rate being observed for
He and H2 .
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